During the fall and winter of 1765 New York City was one of the hotbeds of colonial resistance against Parliamentary legislation. New York’s merchants became the first in the North American colonies to enter into a non-importation agreement as a means of opposing the Stamp Tax. Hoping to spread their ideas of resistance, the New York Sons of Liberty, or Liberty Boys as they were often called, established one of the first committees of correspondence. Even Boston seemed to be lagging behind New York’s leadership in the boycott movement. The Boston radicals had a formidable foe in a number of wealthy merchants, whereas the New Yorkers had no such adversary. This is not to say that there were no royal supporters in New York. But, the leading families of the province and the city, while not all backing the radical methods of the Sons of Liberty, at least moderately supported or participated in attempts to do away with the Stamp Tax. Some of the colony’s elite, like the DeLancey family, took the more radical approach of supporting the extra-legal mob activities of the Sons of Liberty. Others, primarily the Livingstons, took more moderate steps attempting to work within the legal process using petitions to Parliament and whatever other influence they had on the English merchants. The Livingstons hoped that these merchants would then call for repeal of the Stamp Tax.


Yet, despite early signs of leadership, New York did not remain in the forefront of colonial resistance. In only four short years the radicals and moderates of the province found themselves mired in internal conflict that defused and dissipated their insurgent impulse. New York’s radicals had not lost their interest in opposing British actions that they viewed as infringements on their rights. However, other more immediate intra-provincial interests took precedence over colonial-British friction. What these other interests were and the place of importance they held for both the colony’s leading families and the leadership of its radical movement are essential questions for an understanding of the nature of the American struggle for independence. When asking the question—how revolutionary was the American Revolution—we cannot stop with discussions about Whig ideology, resistance to English mercantilism, and middle-class democracy. These factors only set the stage. They all may be important but they are certainly not sufficient explanations for the coming Revolution in America, because they do not deal with at least one important problem. Given two similar seaports, New York and Boston (each leaders in the resistance against the reawakened British interest in colonial affairs after 1763), why did one remain a leader, and the other not? While Boston’s radical activity in time made it the target of special repressive Parliamentary legislation, the New York Assembly by comparison became more obsequious and voted money for the funding of the Quartering Act in 1769. While the Boston area saw the first military action of the war and was the first region abandoned by the British men-in-arms, New York became England’s military capital during the War for Independence. The intent of this study is to begin to deal with New York City during the years leading up to the Revolution and to suggest some of the factors which moved New York from a center of Stamp Tax radicalism to a Loyalist stronghold.

The initial step toward an understanding of the pre-Revolutionary War chronology in New York is to understand a few basic concepts that shaped the province’s politics. First and foremost, it must be understood that all political activity during the last two decades preceding the War for Independence reflected the partisan split and leadership of the DeLancey and Livingston families. The Livingston faction represented the interests of the landed gentry seated north of New York City along the Hudson River, as well as the Presbyterian Church. The DeLancey’s strength was among the merchants of New York City and the Anglican
Church. This is not to say that there were no DeLancey landholders or that no Livingstons were involved in trade. What is important is that the DeLancey landholders and land speculators viewed such operations as secondary to their mercantile interests, while the Livingston merchants and lawyers still felt a strong attachment to Livingston Manor and the interests of the landed class. Especially important were the religious affiliations because they were central to each faction's orientation. The Livingstons were, by and large, the representatives of Presbyterian Dutch interests and the old Dutch families who were still very powerful in the Hudson Valley. The DeLancey's Anglicanism was part of their representation of the English interests in New York City.  

During most of the 1750s the DeLancey family was the more powerful faction in the colony's politics because of the leadership of James DeLancey, Sr., who was the Lieutenant Governor. His faction benefited through patronage from his influence with the Royal Governor and the Home Office. These circumstances were drastically altered in 1760 with the death of James DeLancey, Sr. and the accession of Cadwallader Colden to the vacant position, after which the Livingstons, through their majority in the Colonial Assembly, became the dominant party. For the next nine years the DeLanceys, through the leadership of James DeLancey, Jr., left no political stone unturned in their attempt to regain their supremacy in New York's provincial politics.

An attempt to discuss the composition of an urban "mob," whose activities seemed to have had political overtones, is the next important prerequisite in understanding New York's provincial politics in the 1760s. Unfortunately, this is quite difficult. Carl Becker, in *The History* 

---


of Political Parties in the Province of New York, calls them mechanics, which is almost a non-definition because mechanics could be members of almost every trade and some could even be moderately wealthy.\(^6\) Pauline Maier's middle-class mob, in "Popular Uprisings and Civil Authority in Eighteenth Century America," is also an unsatisfactory picture of the New York rioters. Not only are her own examples of middle-class and well-to-do rioters actually only a small part of the membership of the mobs she discusses, but the people she describes are the kinds of individuals who could be expected to leave written records.\(^7\) No such materials are available from the participants in New York's mob; and unless those documents have been lost, we must assume that these kinds of individuals do not accurately represent the mob's membership. Only Jesse Lemisch, in "Jack Tar in the Streets," seems willing to use the one piece of evidence left to us. In two letters to the Home Office, General Gage, the British military commander in New York, described the mob's membership as being largely composed of sailors.\(^8\) Although there is little other hard evidence, these sailors were probably also joined by other day laborers in the city, most of whom were involved in economic pursuits related to shipping, trade, and the production of craft goods.

Unfortunately Lemisch seems to have read only the first part of the Gage letters when he asserts that these sailors led themselves in a kind of "Marxian proletarian" uprising.

This Insurrection is composed of great Numbers of Sailors headed by Captains of Privateers and other Ships.

The Sailors who are the only People who may be stiled Mob, are entirely at the Command of the Merchants who employ them.\(^9\)

These ship captains, the most important of whom were Isaac Sears and Alexander McDougall, represented a distinct, important, emerging group in the New York political arena. They were newly wealthy, hav-


\(^7\) Pauline Maier, "Popular Uprisings and Civil Authority in Eighteenth Century America," *William and Mary Quarterly*, XXVII (January, 1970), 12-14, notes 15, 16.


ing been very successful both as privateers and smugglers during the
final colonial war with France. Prior to their meteoric rise into the
ranks of the wealthy these men were possibly as poor as those rioters
they later led. The ship captains, or “street leaders” as they were some-
times called, must be viewed as highly motivated men with strong de-
sires for personal upward mobility. During the middle of the 1760s
the energies they used to acquire their wealth were transferred into a
desire to improve themselves politically.

Finally, we must discuss the Sons of Liberty, an organization which
took shape during the early days of the Stamp Act crisis. Two elements
of this group were the crowd and their street leaders. The third ele-
ment consisted of members of both political factions. The most promi-
nent of these individuals were James DeLancey, Jr. and the so-called
Livingston Triumvirate, William Livingston, John Morin Scott, and
William Smith, Jr. Both families had reasons to favor the Liberty
Boys’ resistance against the Stamp Act. British Parliamentary action was
hurting trade and commerce (see pages 9-10). It, therefore, affected the
main basis for the DeLanceys’ wealth. The Livingstons’ financial base
was in less jeopardy. This probably explains their more moderate ac-
tions. However, they were still interested in opposing the Stamp Tax
since some members did have shipping investments. One might also as-
sume that their Dutch background would make them somewhat hostile
to English action on general principles. It is also interesting to note
that the family in political power in the Provincial Assembly took the
more moderate stance, while the faction out of power was the more
radical. The strong DeLancey support of the Sons of Liberty could have
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been prompted by their need for a constituency and an issue to regain the political leadership they lost in 1760.\textsuperscript{13} In his essay, "Liberty Boys and Mechanics of New York City," Roger Champagne states, "The result was an alliance to defeat British policies and to serve the needs of local politics."\textsuperscript{14}

Even before Parliament considered a stamp tax, the city of New York held strong undercurrents of dissatisfaction with British imperial policies. The early 1760s witnessed a drastic economic decline after much prosperity during the French and Indian War. This business slump, although mostly the result of an economy that had been crippled by the close of the war with France, was heightened by English legislation concerning taxes and currency. Because of this, many inhabitants of New York viewed their plight as resulting from British action rather than from natural peacetime decline after wartime prosperity.

During the last colonial war with France the merchants of New York were playing both ends against the middle. On the one hand, they were trading illegally with the French, ostensibly their enemy. This trade was so intense that Lieutenant Governor DeLancey could write:

The French at Louisbourgh, are furnished with provisions from this and some other northern Colonies, where they supply Canada and their Forces on the Ohio, and are thereby in a Condition to support themselves in their Encroachments on his Majesty's Territories.\textsuperscript{15}

Needless to say, supplying a war machine was a very profitable enterprise for the New York merchants.\textsuperscript{16} However, their prosperity was
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based on more than just smuggling. Side by side with the illegal French trade the merchants were sending privateers to interfere with supplies going to the French armies. This is not to say that New Yorkers' sentiments were divided between the two warring parties. Many of the same merchants, captains, and crews who were involved in privateering were also smuggling. The result of these circumstances was a high level of prosperity for the merchants and seamen (who were often paid a percentage of the prize that the privateers had captured). And "it offered employment, directly or indirectly, to thousands of New Yorkers."17 Among the privateering captains were Isaac Sears and Alexander McDougall. Sears was in fact both a smuggler and a privateer.18 Both men were not only acquiring personal fortunes but they were also winning the allegiance of their crews. It was this alliance between captains and loyal crews that was to become the strength behind the union of the rioters and their street leaders during the Stamp Act crisis.19

A second kind of alliance was also developing during this period. Not only were the sailors’ and captains’ interests being united, but the interests of the ships’ captains were also beginning to be tied to specific factions in New York politics. Isaac Sears’s link with the DeLanceys was economic. In fact his fortune was made with their patronage. It was Lieutenant Governor Delancey who commissioned Captain Sears as a privateer in 1757. Most of the rest of Isaac Sears’s commands came on ships owned by Gerard Beekman, a Delancey ally.20 Meanwhile, Alexander McDougall was moving toward the Livingston faction. Here the
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link is more difficult to find, but it may rest on his religious background. Roger Champagne, in his book about McDougall, argues that he, "Imbibed his parent's habits of piety, which lasted throughout his life," and "McDougall undoubtedly came to know all four [Robert R. Livingston, William Livingston, John Morin Scott, and William Smith, Jr.] by way of a common interest in the affairs of the Wall Street Presbyterian Church, to which they all belonged."

Unfortunately for all concerned, peace came in 1763. Following the end of fighting and the withdrawal of the French from the American Continent the highly lucrative trade which had helped to supply the French colonial army ceased. Profits from privateering also fell off, all adding to the depressed economy. The end of the war also led to a reawakening of England's interest in mercantilism and colonial trade. One sign of this new interest was the Sugar Act of 1764. This legislation was actually a restatement of earlier laws; both the tax on sugar and the illegality of paying the tax with paper money were drawn from past regulations. Still the act came at a bad time since New Yorkers had almost none of the specie needed, by law, to pay these duties. Besides, any new duty during a period of declining economic opportunity was an added burden which most of the city's inhabitants would not bear.

All sectors of the city were affected. Many sailors found themselves out of work as the level of commercial activity fell. This also affected all those working in related industries, a good portion of the city's population. The captains and merchants were also hurt as their profits declined and their debts increased.

When the news of the Stamp Tax arrived in New York, in 1765, these underlying hostilities surfaced. The Sons of Liberty came into existence and an all-out effort to rid the colony of this latest Parliamen-
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tary action began. Yet even during this high mark of radical activity the New York resisters began to show signs of the divisiveness that would later stall their radicalism. Near the end of the year the Liberty Boys split into two distinct factions, one following Alexander McDougall and the Livingstons, and the other following James DeLancey, Jr., and the street leadership of Isaac Sears, John Lamb, Joseph Allicocke, and others. This split was ostensibly caused by friction between radical and moderate elements within the organization. Yet, given the earlier attachment of crews to captains and captains to the leadership of the political factions, this split becomes less of a surprise. The unusual situation was the union of these forces rather than their later division. With the strong partisanship and its accompanying hostilities, the alliance of both factions at the beginning of the Stamp Act crisis must have been the result of the very special circumstances caused by deep economic decline. But, because of that strong factionalism it was a union that could not be expected to last long.

With the repeal of the Stamp Tax, New York’s partisan feuding came into full bloom. “Sears moved almost immediately . . . to use his influence with the Sons of Liberty locally on behalf of the politically ambitious James DeLancey, who coveted election to the Assembly.” The DeLanceys were intent on winning control of the Assembly through the electoral process when the inhabitants voted in 1768. Toward this end they employed the connections they had made in 1765 and 1766. The major issue of the election quickly became the DeLanceys’ support of the radical Sons of Liberty during the Stamp Act controversy against the more moderate approach of the Livingstons, which seemed like nonsupport. The street leaders with their influence over the general populace became the key individuals in this debate. The Livingstons
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On an even lower level, the divided Sons of Liberty smeared each other and some of the candidates with charges of deceit, perfidy, fraud, and perversion. The Livingston Liberty boys were led by Alexander McDougall, Abraham Brasher, and Robert Murray, while the DeLancey group was headed by Isaac Sears, John Lamb, and Isaac Corsa. Sears and Corsa publically declared that Robert Murray had called Philip Livingston “a snake in the grass” which of course, brought immediate and heated denials from Murray. The Livingston Sons of Liberty spread rumors that the
were well aware of the great liability this new issue was to their own political success. As early as the middle of 1766, William Smith, Jr., a Livingston lawyer, conceded: "James DeLancey would probably get into the Assembly now as he was among the Sons of Liberty." Because they feared a resurgence of the DeLanceys' power in the Assembly resulting from this new popular support, the Livingston party began to use their own street leader, Alexander McDougall, in hopes of winning back some of the support they had lost. McDougall billed himself as a "Son of Liberty" and began to look for support among his friends and followers. However, his efforts were to little avail as the DeLanceys cut deeply into the Livingston's Assembly majority, greatly decreasing it.

Isaac Sears was rewarded for his efforts by being appointed Potash Inspector, a lucrative position created especially for him. The tenure of this Assembly was to be a short one. Soon after they were seated they "entered a set of constitutional Resolves on their Minutes asserting their Rights in Pritty full but clear terms." This action resulted in Royal Governor Moore dissolving the Assembly and calling for a new election. The second campaign was much the same as the first. It resulted in an even stronger DeLancey victory, displacing a number of Livingston supporters and gaining for the DeLanceys the Assembly control they had strived for. This electoral success was the culmination of the DeLanceys' well planned strategy for uniting their interests with those of the radicals to achieve a specific goal—Assembly control.

benevolence of James Jauncey, a DeLancey candidate, was a fiction; Jauncey's friends attempted to counter the charge with a series of public affidavits. Isaac Sears was charged with coercing a Livingston voter to change parties, but Sears insisted that he only gave a warning of possible economic consequences of opposing the DeLancey ticket. On the other hand, John Morin Scott was accused of being a homosexual. Sabine, *Memoirs of William Smith*, p. 33.
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seek the benefits of such control. The Livingston lawyer William Smith, Jr. observed that: "They [the DeLanceys] deserted the cause of Liberty and aimed to make fair Weather by gradually listing on the Side of Prerogative." They had returned to the place of political prestige and patronage which the DeLanceys had lost in 1760.

The DeLanceys' apparent shift away from the Sons of Liberty to a more loyalist posture reached its culmination in late 1769. The Assembly, under James DeLancey, Jr.'s control, voted funds to pay for the quartering of British troops in America in compliance with Parliament's Quartering Act. The Livingston controlled Assembly had failed to deal with the Quartering Act since 1765 when Parliament enacted it. It was, in fact, this reluctance to support British troops that led to the suspension of the Assembly in 1767. But did the Assembly's funding bill actually represent a change in attitude by the DeLanceys or were there other reasons which caused that faction to favor such legislation? If one approaches this question from the perspective of political expediency, that is the desire of the DeLancey faction to maintain control of New York's politics, some answers begin to appear. It has already been noted that the election of 1769 returned the DeLancey faction to power, which it had lost when James, Sr. died in 1760. In the intervening years the major force behind the factional activities was the DeLanceys' attempt to regain their eminence. They were the first to use the political power controlled by the street leaders, which emerged from the activities of the Sons of Liberty during the Stamp Act crisis. The cultivation of the power eventually gave them enough popular support to control the provincial Assembly. Even the passage of the resolves which led to the dissolution of the Assembly in early 1769 can be viewed from this perspective.
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has been noted earlier that, despite gains in the election of 1768, the DeLanceys were still the minority party. They could have backed the resolves hoping that Governor Moore would indeed call for new elections. These second elections became the final step in the DeLancey’s struggle for ascendancy. The result of that ballot put the DeLancey party in firm control of the colonial Assembly and with it came the provincial political leadership they had sought.

What then of the funding of the Quartering Act? Did the DeLanceys not realize that this would probably result in the loss of some of the popular support gained over the previous five years? One observer, Peter van Schaank, suggested that such considerations were not as important as an effort to keep this assembly from also being dissolved.36 This would seem to be a natural concern for a faction which has just spent nine years trying to regain political leadership.

The interests of the Livingstons also centered around provincial political control. However, as the party in power in 1765 they had little need to seek new constituents. Only after they realized the power that their opponents had won did they begin to use their street leader, Alexander McDougall, in hopes of building a popular base for themselves. It was not until 1770 that the Livingstons started to receive some of that popular support, as the result of the funding of the Quartering Act and the arrest, trial, and imprisonment of McDougall resulting from his journalistic attacks on the DeLancey controlled Assembly’s action.37

The events of late 1769 and early 1770 had a cataclysmic effect on the Sons of Liberty. Immediately after the funding of the Quartering Act the Livingstons began trying to attract the street leaders who had

36 Peter van Schaank to Henry van Schaank, Dec. 20, 1769 in Christen, “King Sears,” p. 139.
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The Assembly . . . are equally careful to preserve their Seats, expecting that if they can do it at this critical Juncture, as it is immagined the great Controversy will be settled this Winter, they will serve for seven Years; in which time they hope the People will forget the present Injuries done to them. To secure these several Objects, the DeLancey Family, like true Politicians, although they were to all Appearances at mortal odds with Mr. Colden, and represented him in all Companies as an Enemy to his Country, yet a Coalition is now formed in order to secure to them the sovereign Lordship of this Colony.
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formerly been allied with the DeLanceys. While most of the best known of these street leaders did shift their loyalties, others did not. Isaac Sears vowed that he would resist the Assembly’s action and in conjunction with John Lamb turned his back on the DeLanceys. However, other less known leaders, such as Joseph Allicocke and James Jauncy stayed with the DeLancey faction. In fact, “most of those who had supported the DeLanceys in 1768 and 1769 apparently continued to do so in 1770.” Again jockeying for power and provincial political alliances seemed to be stronger than ideological disputes over imperial policy. It was difficult for many of the DeLancey backers to identify with the Livingstons. One must remember that the DeLancey party had always been the party of the merchants and, specifically, New York City’s interests. More important, a break with the DeLanceys represented, for most of their backers, a break with the faction of their religious faith, a step most found themselves unable to take. Isaac Sears was again “rewarded” by the DeLancey party for his politics. This time he was forced out of his job as Potash Inspector. He was quickly replaced by Abraham De La Montagne, a DeLancey supporter. Mr. De La Montagne was given an assistant, Joseph Allicocke.

This realignment of factional loyalty completely stymied the New York Sons of Liberty. The street leaders remained bogged down in efforts either to shift or to prevent the shift of popular support from the DeLanceys to the Livingstons. There is some indication that Sears, Lamb, and McDougall showed mild success in their efforts. However, provincial New York never had another colonial Assembly election so it is difficult to say how successful those efforts really were.
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There existed in Boston before 1765 two street organizations known as the North and South End Mobs. Their main function seems to have been an annual brawl held on Popes Day (November 5). After the news of the passage of a Stamp Tax, a group known as the Loyal Nine seems to have been instrumental in organizing these two feuding gangs into a single unit headed by Ebenezer Mackintosh, formerly leader of the South End Mob. From that time to the outbreak of open war with England the Boston Mob functioned as the extra-legal arm of Boston’s radical faction.

While Boston’s radicals were organizing the Boston Mob, their counterparts in New York were forming the New York Sons of Liberty. The major message of New York historiography dealing with the 1760’s was “division.” Patricia Bonomi, in A Factious People, traces the province’s political divisiveness back to the founding of the colony with two different population centers that were separated not only by many miles but also by totally different interests and ethno-cultural backgrounds. Issues and interests were constantly changing through the colony’s history, but one thing remained the same. New Yorkers were always involved in political factional conflict. Carl Becker in The History of Political Parties in Provincial New York and Roger Champagne in Alexander McDougall and a number of related essays also stress the strong partisanship that existed in New York. In spite of these hostilities, in the fall of 1765 the economic and ideological challenge of the Stamp Act briefly united these feuding factions into a single group.

Unlike in the Boston experience, however, this unity was short lived. By December of 1765 New York had already shown that it would not remain with Boston in the vanguard of colonial insurgency. Having a rich and powerful group of merchant Loyalists in Boston was probably an asset to that city’s radicals. Along with a transatlantic target for
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popular hostilities, the Loyalists supplied a more immediate adversary, their words and actions being a personification of the interests and values the radicals were at odds with. The Presence of British troops in Boston after 1768 and the Boston Massacre probably served a similar purpose. New Yorkers had no such groups or events, save a single riot in 1770, to keep the insurgent impulse active. Without these constant reminders, New Yorkers quickly reverted to their factious ways and the radical movement disintegrated into disputes over how to best oppose the British and into the local political rivalries. These internal forces were so strong that many of the same people who fought the hardest against the Stamp Tax were by 1770 allied with the DeLancey faction, who generally became Tories during the Revolution. It was, in fact, that faction that most strongly protested against the stamps. New Yorkers became so embroiled in their local partisanship that they were unable to remain with Boston in the forefront of the growing conflict with England.
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